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Description of the paper.   The study of the syzygies of the varieties, and in particular of Segre-Veronese 
varieties, started thirty years ago; in those years Green introduced the so called Property N_p: briefly, a 
variety  satisfies Property N_p if and only if its syzygies are linear up to the step p.
The problem of syzygies of Veronese varieties (precisely of the characterization of the numbers d,n,p such 
that the bundle O(d) on P^n satisfies Green's Property N_p) proved to be very difficult: although the study of 
this problem started many years ago and several  important  mathematicians (among the others,  Green, 
Eisenbud, Ein...) have worked on it, it has not been solved completely (in particular many cases of Veronese 
varieties and Segre-Veronese varieties are still open).
The paper Rubei, E. “Resolutions of Segre embeddings of projective spaces of any dimension”, J. Pure Appl. 
Algebra 208 (2007), solves completely the problem of Property N_p for Segre varieties: it shows that  the 
product of more than three projective spaces embedded by the bundle O(1,...,1) satisfies Property N_p if and 
only if p<=3.
As many papers that solve completely a problem, it has been cited less than others (even if it is perhaps 
more valuable then others with more citations).  I consider it one of my best papers.
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